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Ques1.  

What is production system? What are its components?    Marks:2 

Ans. 

The production rules operate on the global database. Each rule has a precondition that is 

either satisfied or not by the database. If the precondition is satisfied, the rule can be applied. 

Application of the rule changes the database. The control system chooses which applicable 

rule should be applied and ceases computation when a termination condition on the database 

is satisfied. If several rules are to fire at the same time, the control system resolves the 

conflicts. Four Components of production systems are:- 

1. A monotonic production system  

2. A non-monotonic production system 

3. A partially commutative production system 

4. A commutative production system. 

Ques2.           Marks: 2 

What is the difference between predicate & prepositional logic? 

Ans. 

1) In propositional logic a complete sentence can be presented as an atomic proposition. And 

complex sentences can be created using AND, OR, and other operators.these propositions has 

only true of false values and we can use truth tables to define them like book is on the table 

this is a single proposition... In predicate logic there are objects, properties; functions 

(relations) are involved.  

2) In propositional logic, we use letters to symbolize entire propositions. Propositions are 

statements of the form "x is y" where x is a subject and y is a predicate. For example, 

"Socrates is a Man" is a proposition and might be represented in propositional logic as "S". 

 3) In predicate logic, we symbolize subject and predicate separately. Logicians often use 

lowercase letters to symbolize subjects (or objects) and uppercase letter to symbolize 

predicates. For example, Socrates is a subject and might be represented in predicate logic as 

"s" while "man" is a predicate and might be represented as "M". If so, "Socrates is a man" 

would be represented "Ms". 

 4) The important difference is that you can use predicate logic to say something about a set 

of objects. By introducing the universal quantifier ("∀"), the existential quantifier ("∃") and 

variables ("x", "y" or "z"), we can use predicate logic to represent thing like "Everything is 

green" as "∀Gx" or "Something is blue" as "∃Bx 

 

 



Ques.3 Explain following representation schemes-      Marks: 3 

a) Semantic net:  

b) Frames 
 

Ans. 

A semantic net (or semantic network) is a knowledge representation technique used for 

propositional information. So it is also called a propositional net. Semantic nets convey 

meaning. Semantic nets are two dimensional representations of knowledge. Mathematically a 

semantic net can be defined as a labeled directed graph.  

Semantic nets consist of nodes, links (edges) and link labels. In the semantic network 

diagram, nodes appear as circles or ellipses or rectangles to represent objects such as physical 

objects, concepts or situations. Links appear as arrows to express the relationships between 

objects, and link labels specify particular relations. Relationships provide the basic structure 

for organizing knowledge. The objects and relations involved need not be so concrete. As 

nodes are associated with other nodes semantic nets are also referred to as associative nets.  

 
 

Advantages of Semantic Nets Semantic nets have the ability to represent default values for 

categories. In the above figure Jack has one leg while he is a person and all persons have two 

legs. So persons have two legs has only default status which can be overridden by a specific 

value.  

Semantic nets convey some meaning in a transparent manner.  

Semantic nets are simple and easy to understand.  

Semantic nets are easy to translate into PROLOG. 

 

Frames:  

Natural language understanding requires inference i.e., assumptions about what is typically 

true of the objects or situations under consideration. Such information can be coded in 

structures known as frames.  

Need of frames  

• Frame is a type of schema used in many AI applications including vision and natural 

language processing. Frames provide a convenient structure for representing objects 

that are typical to a stereotypical situations. The situations to represent may be visual 

scenes, structure of complex physical objects, etc. Frames are also useful for 

representing commonsense knowledge. As frames allow nodes to have structures they 

can be regarded as three-dimensional representations of knowledge.  



• A frame is similar to a record structure and corresponding to the fields and values are 

slots and slot fillers. Basically it is a group of slots and fillers that defines a 

stereotypical object. A single frame is not much useful. Frame systems usually have 

collection of frames connected to each other. Value of an attribute of one frame may 

be another frame.  

A frame for a book is given below.  
 

Slots  Fillers  

publisher  Thomson  

title  Expert Systems  

author  Giarratano  

edition  Third  

year  1998  

pages  600  

Slots  Fillers  

 

 

The above example is simple one but most of the frames are complex. Moreover with filler 

slots and inheritance provided by frames powerful knowledge representation systems can be 

built.  

Frames can represent either generic or frame. Following is the example for generic frame.  
Slot  Fillers  

Name  computer  

specialization_of  a_kind_of machine  

Types  (desktop, laptop,mainframe,super) if-added: 

Procedure ADD_COMPUTER  

Speed  default: faster if-needed: Procedure 

FIND_SPEED  

Location  (home,office,mobile)  

under warranty (yes, no)  

 

The fillers may values such as computer in the name slot or a range of values as in types slot. 

The procedures attached to the slots are called procedural attachments. There are mainly three 

types of procedural attachments: if-needed, default and if-added. As the name implies if-

needed types of procedures will be executed when a filler value is needed. Default value is 

taken if no other value exists. Defaults are used to represent commonsense knowledge. 

Commonsense is generally used when no more situation specific knowledge is available.  

The if-added type is required if any value is to be added to a slot. In the above example, if a 

new type of computer is invented ADD_COMPUTER procedure should be executed to add 

that information. An if-removed type is used to remove a value from the slot.  

 

Ques4.           (Marks: 3) 

Explain Certainty Factor.  

Ans. 

• One of the unique aspects of MYCIN was its ability to handle ―uncertaintyǁ. Unlike 

a game playing situation or a planning system, diagnosis is fraught with uncertainty. 

In order to model that uncertainty, MYCIN introduced a concept called Certainty 

Factors (CF). Based on backward chaining, MYCIN‘s algorithm works as follows:  

– Add ―diagnose-and-treatǁ to working memory along with all reported 

patient data.  

– Repeat  

• Identify all rules that can provide the conclusion currently sought  

• Match right hand sides (that is, search for rules whose right hand 

sides match anything in working memory)  

• Use conflict resolution to identify a single rule  

• Fire (execute) that rule  



– Find and remove a piece of knowledge which is no longer 

needed  

– Find and modify a piece of knowledge now that more specific 

information is known  

– Add a new sub goal (left-hand side conditions that need to be 

proved)  

– Until the action ―doneǁ is added to working memory  

 

• Based on the rules, MYCIN would go through several distinct phases, identify the 

illness(es), order tests as needed to refine the identification(s), generate a treatment. 

MYCIN also had the capability of answering questions during the diagnosis.  

For instance, when the user is asked a question or to perform a test, the user can ask 

―why?ǁ in which case MYCIN would explain why. Similarly, when a diagnostic 

conclusion and/or treatment is reported, the user can ask why MYCIN decided that. The 

explanation is essentially the rules that are in the current chain of logic. For instance, 

given rule 52, if MYCIN is attempting to determine if pseudomonas is a proper 

identification of the illness and MYCIN asks the user if the patient has serious burns and 

the user asks ―why? MYCIN can report by saying ―if this is true, and given that we 

already know that the patient‘s blood culture sample has been identified as having a 

morphology of rod and is gram negative, then this would allow us to conclude the 

possibility of pseudomonas. 


